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Inbox



Inbox

Incoming messages will go into your inbox. Treat messages as “task” if you have 10 messages it means 
you have 10 open “task” to handle. You’ll be able to identify whether a message is a part of your group or 
assigned to you by the grey box.

What does the red “unread” mean? - The red unread message means that the patient didn’t see the 
message that was sent. We’ve kicked it back to you so that you can either call or send another message.

How should I handle messages sent to a group I’m a part of? - Make sure that you assign any message 
that is a part of a group yourself so that it’s no longer in the queue (see assigning messages on slide 8).

Blue widget - The blue widget on the bottom right is a chat messenger that you can use to get in touch 
with us! We take ~20 minutes to respond to any question you send.

“Get Started” - This is a tutorial/walkthrough for you to get acclimated to the system. Make sure to go 
through each item if you want more training on Klara.



Templates



Templates: Search & Select



Using Templates

Templates are great for any routine messages you’re sending to patients. They save practices from 
having to type the same message over and over, and keep the communication consistent throughout the 
team. For example, utilize the acknowledge message receipt to ensure the patient knows you’re working 
on their request whenever you’re handling an incoming message.

Can templates be sent automatically? No, all templates are sent as manual messages. 

Do I need to be in a patient’s conversation to access my templates? Yes

Can I have my own list of templates? No - templates are setup and edited on a TEAM wide basis.

Can I use templates for internal messages? Yes



Sending Files
Preview attachment name before sending

Preview images before sending



Assigning Conversations



Assigning Conversations

Assign the conversation to another user in the practice if they are going to handle the patients issue. If 
you’re a part of a group make sure that you assign the message to yourself so that your team doesn’t 
think the message is “open”.

Can conversations be assigned to multiple users at once? Yes - the conversation can only be assigned 
to one user or list of multiple users at one time. Any user subscribed to the list will be notified about 
patient responses.

Can I communicate in conversations that are not assigned to me? Yes - anyone can communicate in any 
conversation. The assignee is the “owner” of the conversation, and is more a factor of who will be notified 
when the patient responds.



Internal Communication 



Internal Communication

Use this feature to communicate with other staff members about the patient’s case, without them seeing. 
You can tag specific users by using the @ sign. 

When should I use the @ mention vs Assign the conversation? Mentioning a user is a way to send a 
one time notification if you need something clarified, or have a one-off question. Conversations should be 
re-assigned if you are transferring ownership, and want this user to handle the patient response. 

Can I @ mention multiple people at once? Yes

Are @ mentions private to the user you’re mentioning? No - All communication on Klara is team-based 
- everyone on the team has access to view any and all messages, internal mentions included.

Do I see when a user read their @mention? Yes, users can see if the mentioned recipient(s) read their 
message, including a date/timestamp when the message was first read.



Closing Conversations
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Please close out ALL messages when completed otherwise all incoming new messages will live within your inbox.



Update Patient Profile Information

1. Click the profile at the top of the 
message thread to update the profile 
if there are patient details missing. 
This will ensure it’s easier to identify 
the patient you’re messagin.  

2. Fill out patient - First Name / Last 
Name / DOB 





User Settings

Users can decide if they want to 
be notified via email/desktop 
pop-up for any message in the 
respective list



Manually Adding Patients

Adding patients individually with their Name, DOB, and Cell 
Phone

- Can patients be added without a cell phone? 
Patients can have a profile on Klara for the practice to 
communicate internally, but the cell phone is required 
if the practice wants to message with the patient 
directly. 

- Can patients be added with an email? No - Klara is 
text-based, and accounts require cell phone 

- Can I use the same cell phone number for two 
patients (i.e. husband and wife)? No, each patient 
must have a unique cell phone number. The exception 
being parents/children, or other guardian/dependent 
relationships - the common number can be added as 
the guardian if this is the case 



Adding Patients



Patient Account



Guardians and Dependents
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First, create an account for the guardian. Then create an account for each dependent.
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Incoming Voicemails will default into the guardian's personal thread. Staff will need to copy & paste a message to move the voicemail into the correct thread.
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Once an account is created for each minor/dependent, incoming text messages from the guardian should appear accordingly. If the message is about the grandmother or regarding a child - the thread will be attached to their name, DOB, and number. If the message is about the guardian, a different thread with their name, DOB, and number will appear. 
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Merge Patients





 

LAND LINE VS. CELL PHONE 
 

 

We used to color code them, but recently we have made all voicemails internal messages for HIPAA 
compliance reasons. This ensures that if anything accidentally happens with creating accounts or 
merging accounts, no other patient can accidentally see a voicemail left by patients. 

 
 
You will know if a patient called in from a cell phone if you see this in the conversation: 

 

 

This will pop up every time a patient calls in from a textable number. If this doesn't show up, then it 
is most likely a landline. 



 

DOCUMENTATION WITHIN MEDICAL RECORD 
 

 
 
 

 Unfortunately, transcribed messages within KLARA are not always accurate. Therefore, staff 

should listen to the voicemail and send a message within e-chart. 

 

 Copy and paste KLARA messages within a patient’s medical record regarding pertinent 

information such as MRI results, issues with prescriptions, insurance, billing, discrepancies or 

anything related to patient care. 
 

 

 If any questions, be sure to ask your supervisor or Director of Compliance & Risk Management, 

Patricia Lagana ext. 132. 

  



IF PATIENT DOESN’T WANT TO TEXT  
 

 

The following needs to be done on the patient's behalf: 
  
Patients can text 'STOP' to the number (929-203-8684) when responding to our message within KLARA.  
Please note, we’ve included this option within our template titled, ‘This is HCA – we are responding to 
your VM’. The template states the following:  
“Hi! This is your doctor's office at Healthcare Associates in Medicine responding to the message you left 
us. For our patients' convenience, we now respond to voicemail messages via TEXT through our HIPAA 
compliant system, KLARA. If you do not wish to communicate via text, please simply write, 'STOP.' 
 
Otherwise, how can I assist you?” 
 
Patients can text 'START' back to the same number (929-203-8684) to opt back in. 
  
In the meantime, if you receive messages from patients that clearly expresses their desire not to 
receive any texts from us (ex: "Don't want this service thank you. Please stop sending texts")  

 You can ask the patient to simply write, 'STOP' (so KLARA can eliminate them from receiving 
messages) 

 If a patient account was already created, you can click 'Delete account' when you click on the 
patient's name. This will remove the patient's cell phone number, but will keep all the conversation 
history. Without the number, no one will be able to text the patient.  

 Then to prevent anyone from adding the number back in, you can either write 'DO NOT TEXT' in 
their name, OR just put in an internal note to not text the patient. 

 

  



WHEN TO USE THE ‘BLOCKED’ LIST  
 

 

I created a "BLOCKED" list in the event that we receive any messages within KLARA that are spam 
or soliciting unwanted business. An example of this type of message exists in there now. ONLY 
ADMINISTRATION (tag @ Gina Schlagel or Yahira Ocasio) can assign messages to the BLOCKED list. 
  
According to consultant at KLARA, once the message is assigned to the "BLOCKED" list, it will be 
trapped in that inbox and no one at our practice will have to deal with new messages coming in 
from that number. 

 

  



PHARMACY CALLS 
 

 

Please DO NOT TO ATTACH a name to a pharmacy.  
I'm noticing this is causing confusion on which patient the message/voicemail is in reference to. A 
pharmacy calls for multiple patients hence a name shouldn't be attached to it.  
  

 Instead, write the name of the pharmacy or just 'pharmacy' to the number to help identify 
them. We’ve also seen the following: ‘Walgreens Pharmacy 7001 Amboy Rd.’  

 

 Copy and paste the message regarding a patient’s medication within the patient's e-chart. 

  



SOS – NEED HELP! 
 

 

 If patient is upset, getting aggressive, complaining about an issue that you or your supervisor 
can not diffuse, please assign message to our patient ombudsman, Sally Konopka.  
 

 

 

FILTER INTO MESSAGES 
 

 

 If a team member or Physician Assistant is out please filter into their inbox by simply 
searching their name in KLARA & clicking into their inbox. This way the patient is not left 
waiting for a response from someone who isn’t there. 
NOTE: Any responses you make will display under your KLARA user name, not theirs.    

 

 

 

  



DELETING MESSAGES 
 

 

 

If you accidently meant to write an internal note and sent the message to a patient instead or 
perhaps you made a mistake in spelling, grammar, physician name, etc. you can delete the 
message.  
 

 You only have a short time frame to delete the message.  
 

 Clicking on the down arrow gives you the option to either copy a message or delete a 
message. This system does not allow you to delete messages from a patient.   

 

 
 




